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ABSTRACT 

From a study of D mesons produced in the decay $(3772) ~ Dfi,·we 

0 + + 2 have determined the masses of the D and D mesons to be 1863.3 _ 0.9 MeV/c 

and 1868.3 ~ 0.9 MeV/c2 , respectively. Under the assumption that the $(3772) 

- 0 . has a definite isospin and decays only to DD, the D branching fractions to 

- + -o +- · - +- + + • (4 + 1 3•) (3 2 + «) ~ n • K n n , and K rr n n are (2.2 _ 0.6)%, .0 _ • % and • _ 1.1% and 

+ -o + - + + + + the D branching fractions to K n and K n n are (1.5 _ 0.6)% and (3.9 _ 1.0)%. 

{Submitted to Phys. Rev. Letters) 

Work performed under the auspices of the U. s. Department of Energy. 
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The recently discovered $(3772} 1 ($'') provides a rich source of 

kinematically well-defined and relatively background-free D mesons. 

In this Letter we use this source to determine the D masses with much 

* more precision than has been previously possible. All of. the D and D 

mass differences and transition Q values are now accurately known. 

Employing reasonable assumptions about the nature of the$'', we cal

culate for the first time absolute branching fractions for five D decay 

+ -o + modes inc~uding the previously unreported mode D ~ K w • We also show 

that the production angular distributions are consistent with the hypothesis 

that D mesons are spinless particles. 

The data were collected with the SLAC-LBL magnetic detector at SPEAR.2•3 

4,5 
The analysis techniques are similar to those described previously. 

Based on time-of-flight measurements each particle in a multihadronic 

event is assigned a weight proportional to the probability that it is a 

~. K, or p. All possible combinations of tracks and particle hypotheses 

are weighted by the joint probability that the tracks satisfy the particular 

particle hypotheses assigned to them. Since all of the distributions dis-

cussed here contain a relatively small amount .. of background, each combination 

6 + :!: 
is plotted with unit weight if its weight exceeds a threshold. For K w 

combinations the threshold is 0.01, but for any two particles only the 

combination with higher weight is used. For other modes the threshold is 

+:!:+- o+-.0.3 to eliminate ambiguities between modes such asK w w w and K w w. 
8 

Neutral kaons are identified by measurement of the dipion mass and the con-

7 
sistency of the dipion ~ertex position with the kaon line of flight. 

Figure 1 shows the cross section times branching ratio (a•B) for 
- + + - o -o the K w decay modes of the D and D as a function of center-of-mass 

energy (E ) along with the parameterization of the$'' line shape and c.m. 
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the charmed particle background from Ref. 1. DD, the only kinematically 

allowed channel involving D mesons, is clearly one of the decay modes of 

the •••. We restrict the remainder of the analysis to a sample of about 

25,000 hadronic events corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 

1.21 pb-1 near the peak of the~'', in theE range 3.76 to 3.79 GeV. c.m. 

About 70% of this data sample was collected at the fixed energy of 3.774 

GeV. 

+- -A useful property of the reaction e e ~ DD is ~hat each D meson has 

the energy of one of the incident beams (R = E /2). We can thus calo c.m. 

culate the mass of a particle combination which is a candidate for a D 

meson decay from 

2 2 ~ 
m = (Eb - p ) (1) 

Since ~ has a much smaller spread than the measured energy of a particle 

combination, and since the momentum, p, of the combination is small (~300 

KeV/c), m is determined five to ten times more precisely from Eq. (1) than 

from a direct measurement. 

For each particle combination we first require that.th~measured energy 

agree with E1, to within 50 MeV and then· calculate the mass from Eq. (1). 

The results, given in Fig. 2, show clear signals in five modes including 
+ . + 
- 0 -the previously unreported mode D ~ K rr • The observed rms widths of about 

s 

3 MeV/c2 are consistent with those expected from experimental resolution 

alone. 

Table I gives the D masses determined from fits to the data in Fig. 2 

plotted in finer bins. The errors are calculated by combining the 

statistical (0.3 to 0.4 MeV/c2) and systematic (0.8 MeV/c2) uncertainties 

in quadrature. Two important contributions to the systematic uncertainty 

2 are the absolute momentum calibration (0.5 MeV/c ) and the long-term stability 
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. 2 . 
of ~monitoring (0.5 MeV/c ). The 0.13% uncertainty in the absolute 

SPEAR energy calibration is not included in the error. Technically, 

what is being measured is the ratio of the D mass to the 1jl mass· where the 

t mass is taken to be 3095 MeV/c2• 

• *o 8 With the addition of the previous measurements of the D mass 

. ~ o+S * and the Q value for D + D 1T , all of the D and D masses are known with 

uncertainties of 1.5 MeV/c2 or less. The mass differences and Q values 

* for D pionic decays are g!ven in Table I to explicitly include the cal-

culation of correlated errors. + 0 For example, the D -D mass difference, 

+ 2 . 
5.0 _ 0.8 MeV/c , is known more precisely than either D mass because 

several systematic e~rors cancel in the mass difference. 

Table II gives the values of a·B for each of the five decay modes 

shown in Fig. 2. The techniques used in calculating the detection effi~· 

ciencies shown in Table II are the same as those used in Ref. 9. 10 

To obtain absolute branching fractions we need two quite reasonable 

assumptions: (1) that the ljl'' is a state of definite isospin, either 0 

or 1, and (2) that its only substantial decay mode is DD. The rationale 

for the latter assumption is that the ljl' and ljl'' differ in mass by only ., 
88 MeV/c2 and thus should have similar decay modes to channels which are 

open to both states. However, the total ljl'' width is two orders of magnitude 

larger than the ljl' width. The simplest explanation for the difference in 

widths is to attribute most of the ljl'' width to the DO channel, which is 

accessible to it, but not to the ljl'. The first assumption gives equal 

ljl'' partial widths to D0 D0 
and D+D- except for factors which depend on the 

D momentum. In Ref. 1, the partial widths were assumed to be proportional 

to p
3

/[1 + (rp)
2

] where p is the D momentum and r is an interaction radius. 

!I 
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As r is varied from 0 to infinity, the fraction of D0D0 changes from 

0.59 to 0.53. + We thus take this fraction to be 0.56 _ 0.03. The error 

due to the uncertainty in r is small c:ompared to other systematic 

errors. Given these assumptions and the data from Ref. 1, the D0 (D0
) 

+ 
and D- inclusive cross sections for this data sample are 11.5 ± 2.5 nb 

and 9.1 ~ 2.0 nb, 
11,12 

respectively. The absolute branching fractions de-

rived under these assumptions are given in Table II. 

In Table II we have accounted for (9.4 ± 2.3)% of D0 decays and 

(5.4 ± 1.3)% of D+ decays. The unidentified decays are not detected by the 

techniques discussed here either because they contain neutral particles, 

have too small a branching fraction, have too small a detection efficiency 

or are obscured by backgrounds. 

The angular distribution of D's relative to the incident beams must 
be of the form 

2 
P (e) a: 1 + a cos , I a I ~ 1 , (2) 

for any D spin and a must be -1 for spin 0. Figure 3 shows the angular 

+ -++ 0 -+ distribution for the D. ~ K n n and D ~ K n decays. The values of a 

are found to be -1..04 :t 0.10 and -1.00 ± 0.09, respectively, consistent 

13 
with the spin 0 assignment for the D mesons. · 

This work was supported primarily by the Energy Research and 

Development Administration. Support for individuals came from the listed 

institutions plus the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (D.L), the Laboratori 

Nazionali di Frascati dell' INFN (I.P. and M.P.), and the Swiss National 

Science Foundation (V.V.). 
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10 ffi + - i 1 h • The e ciency for the K n mode is substant ally arger ere 

than in Ref. 9 because less restrictive time-of-flight requirements 

were needed and because the K arid n are more collinear, which results 

in a larger geometrical acceptance. The ratios of O•B values for 

0 the three D decay modes are in good agreement with those which can 

be derived from Ref •. 9 • 

r) 
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11. A revised calculation of the external radiative corrections for 

+-e e collinear events has resulted in a 7. 5% increase of the evaluated 

luminosity and in a consequent decrease of the cross sections reported 

in Ref. 1 and 3-9 (A. Boyarski, private communication). The revised 

;'' partial width to electron pairs is 345 ± 8S eV. 

12. A possible contribution to the total cross section due to T production 

(which could be as large as 7%) has not been explicitly subtracted. 

13. See H.K. Nguyen et al.! Phys. Rev. Lett. 12_, 262(1977) for additional 

* experimental evidence on D and D spins. 
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TABLE I 

Masses, mass differences, and Q values for the D meson system. 
The quantities in parentheses are taken from Refs. 5 and 8 and are 
used in the calculation of quantities involving D*'s. All units 
are MeV/c2. See text for a discussion of errors • 

.. 
2 MASS (MeV/ c ) MASS DIFFERENCE 2 (MeV/c ) Q VALUES 2 (MeV/c ) 

Do 1863.3±0.9 D+-D0 
5.0±0.8 o*o-+Dotro 7 .7±1. 7 

D+ 1868.3±0.9 *+ *o D -D 2.6±1. 8 *o +-D -+D tr -1. 9±1. 7 

D *o (2006.±1. 5) (D+-D0 )-(o*+-o*0
) 2.4±2.4 *+ 0 + D -+D tr (5.7±0.5) 

D 
*+ 2008. 6±1. 0 n*+-+D+tro 5.3±0.9 

TABLE II 

Number of combinations, efficiency, cross section times branching fractions 
(a•B) and branching fractions for various D decay modes. The absolute branching 
fraction determination depend on assumptions discussed in the text. 

MODE II COMB. EFFICIENCY o•B (nb) B (%) 

- + +- 130±13 .42 0.25±0.05 2.2±0.6 Ktr 

o+-K tr tr + c.c 28± 7 .OS 0.46±0.12 4.0±1.3 

- + +-+- 44±10 .10 0.36±0.1 3. 2±1.1 Ktrtrtr 

-o + K tr + c.c. 17± 5 .10 0.14±0.05 1.5±0.6 

-++ + - ·- 85±11 .19 0.36±0.06 3.9±1.0 K tr tr 

~ 

• 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. 
-+ 

a•B for D0 (D0
) + K+w- as a function of E c.m. The cross-hatched bars 

represent 90% c .1. upper limits. The curve repres'-".:1-ts the fit to the 

t'' line shape and charmed particle background from Ref. 1 normalized 

to theE • 3.774 GeV point. c.m. 

2. Invariant mass spectra for various D decay modes. See text for a dis-

cussion of cuts and techniques. 

3. . + Cosine of the angle between the incident e beam and the D momentum 

+-+ + +-:t:t 
for a) D0 (D0

) + K n- and b) D- + K n n , after background subtraction. 

2 The curves represent sin a, the required distribution for the production 

of spinless D mesons. 
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